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Alternate Time Slated
If Graduation

MEAS WINS Club Award--Max, the Mechanical Engineering and
Aerospace Science Club safety and anti-pollution experiment won the
club award in the engineering fair last week. The 1972 Gremlin is
nearing completion of the conversion process for entry in the
nationwide urban vehicle design competition. The car's combustion
system has been ·altered for the car to operate on natural gas, an
anti-skid braking system has been added and a bumper system resistant
to moderate speed impact has been developed. The car will compete
against 80 others in August of the Gen Motors proving ground in
Milford Mich.

Breakdown Shows
Grade Differences

A breakdown of grading by college and by upper and lower division
was obtained by the FuTUre this week in response to a request by College
of Education Dean Clavin C. Miller.
The new grade list summary
According to Miller, an earlier issued this week did show that
grade list summary issu~d by there are some substantial
Academic Affairs, which showed differences in grade percentages
Education to have a much higher when upper and lower divisions are
percentage of "A's" and "B's" than considered.
other colleges on campus, ''was not
Education remained about the
a valid comparison."
same with the 40.3 per cent "A's"
"We teach almost exclusively originally reported being only
upper division courses," said Miller, slightly lower at 38.9 per cent (36
"unlike the other colleges on per cent lower division and 39.2 per
campus. You assume that students cent upper division). The greatest
who are enrolled in upper division difference was shown by
courses are more specialized. They Humanities and Fine Arts with 33.1
have been around for three years, per cent "A' " in upper division and
they are experienced and skilled only 22.9 per cent lower division.
and it is only natural for them to
Social Sciences also showed a
do better."
(Continued on Page 3)

An alternate graduation time 7
p.m. June 9, has been set by the
Executive Committee in case the
ceremony that morning is rained
out. The addition of another time
was in answer to recent student
dissatisfaction with commencement
plans.
If the second ceremony is also
rained out, graduation will1 be
permanently cancelled and
diplomas will be mailed to
graduates.
Seven students, four of whom
represented the engineering
graduates, attended a meeting held
Tuesday to hear complaints and
suggestions.
Committee chairman W. Dan
Chapman pointed out that caps and
gowns will be returnable to the
bookstore if graduation is
cancelled. This statement was
contrary to information published
last week although the original
information was received from the
bookstore.
Bookstore manager Ian Maxwell
said that gowns will not be
returnable if they are used or if any
part of the ceremony takes place.
The committee members
retraced their steps in determining
the specifics of graduation for the
students present. The committee
was formed last f~ and was
required to work around the June- 9'
date, since it had been previously
set. Committee work on the spring
graduation began in early May.
The location was decided upon
unanimously by the committee
members after research into inside
locations, weather probability and
previous student response.
The suggestion of an on-campus

location came from seveml students
and administrators. Additionally,
all inside locations other than the
Orlando Sports Stadium were
determined inadequate because of
size.
Chapman estimated that 550 of
the 650 graduates would be present
at the ceremony, necessitating
space for approximately 6,000
people.
This narrowed the choice down
to the Orlando Sports Stadium or

When asked about the nece~ty
of cancelling the ceremony in case
of rain, committee members
explained that it probably could
not be rescheduled because of the
rental of 6,000 chairs for the
on-campus ceremony. This decision
was later changed when the
Commencement Committee
recommended to the Executive
Committee that an alternate time
be scheduled.
The major complaints of the
student representatives were the
time of graduation and the idea of
cancelling the ceremony. One
engineering senior explained that
the morning ceremony would
conflict with the attendance of
parents and friends who would have
to take a day off from work. He
also suggested that the probability
of rain after 6 p.m. is similar to the
probability before 11 a.m., which
was a major factor considered in
the selection of the time and
location.
(Continued on Page 3)

W. DAN CHAPMAN
campus.
--·The Sports Stadium was
eliminated because of problems and
complaints over last spring's
graduation ceremony held there.
Many guests left immediately after
their graduate received his diploma
and others frequented the vending
machines, causing additional
disturbance, according to
committee member George
Rendulic.
Dr. William Grasty noted that he
received 19 telephone calls after the
sprinJ! graduation "guaranteeing a
riot if it (graduation) was even help
there (Sports Stadium) again."

Advisement Monday
Advisement for summer
class~s
for all
currently enrolled.students
"1ill begin 'MONDAY, and
continue through Friday .~
Advanced registration will
be held Wednesday
through Friday in LR 108.
Registration by
appointment will begin at
9:30 am. Wednesday and
Thursday, and at 1 p.m.
Friday. All fees must be
pai,d no later than June 19.

quarter

Debbie Jones "
Elected Head ·Of VC Board

'"'""~~mECll

Debbie Jones, a junior in the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts, is the new president of the
Village Center Board. Also selected
at the Thursday, May 11, meeting
were Wanda Russell, secretary, who
is the iirst non-student to hold an
office on the board.
"Brewer and Shipley" will replace "Mandrill" at the annual FTU
Miss Jones is a new board
Student Government picnic Sunday at Lake Claire. The two folk vocalists member, although she has been
active in other FTU activities.
made the song "One Toke Over the Line" popular.
The picnic, costing $9,500 for - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Majoring in theatre, Miss Jones has
food and entertainment, will -campus. A bus will be available to been in major theatre productions,
feature the bands "New Days carry older people from the parking and assisted in props and lighting
Ahead," "Heaven," "Jeffrey Arthur lot to the lake.
for VC's Kaleidoscope '72 musical
and Friends" and singer Linda
Miss Puglisi urged persons "Fantasticks." She was freshman
Hoover. There will be continuous attending the picnic to bring senator from Social Sciences in
music from noon until dusk. Food blanket.s and chairs because there 1969 and 1970, and governor of
will be served between 2 p.m. and 5 are no seats at the lake site.
Social Sciences in 1970 to 1971.
p.m.
During the same time, she was a
.
member of the President's Council
Approximately 2 000 of the
1
2250 free tickets had been given
and worked on the VC
a~ay May 10-12. If any -tickets are
Inter-Disciplinary Committee.
Left they can be acquired at the
Mrs. Russell has been a board
picnic by students with their I.D.
A new pol icy permitting member for four years. She became
Each student is limited to two visitation for students under 21 eligible for office this quarter when
free tickets but are allowed to buy years of age was unanimously the VC constitution was revised,
tickets at 75 cents to cover approved by the State Board of allowing all members to be eligible
additional food costs. Tickets at Education at its May 11 meeting. for office. Mrs. Russell is also
this price are available at the The revision bad earlier been program director for the center.
Student Government office on the accepted by the Board of Regents.
VC's five departments have
econd floor of the Library Building.
The policy requires parental selected their staffs for the coming
permission for visitation for year. Board members and their
Building.
Joanne Puglisi SG programs students under 21 and allows all departments include Arts, Jim
committee chairman said.' You do students to reside in non-visitation Knapp, Jim Pierce, Craig Smith and
not need a ticket to listen to the areas upon request.
Vernon Cramer; Education, Andy
music but you must have one to
Resident students voted on the Maynard, Nannette McLain and
eal Swimming and canoeing will measure May 11 and a majority Wanda Russell; Entertainment,
THE DELTA Tau Delta tricycle entry proveo.
oe an eany threat it.a
be available.
favored the new plan. The new Scott Laing, Less Hallock and Jerry
There .vill be no parking allowed visitation rules are scheduled to go Frey; Leisure, Karen Gay and Linda the competition with his unusual tricycle. The contest, part of last weeks
on Fr temlty
at the 1 e ·te on the day of the into effect by beginning of summer F.astman; Publicity, Sheila Wright, rePk W _ _ "viti . '7C!S .f in J w 'Il by Phi AJph E
d
, Sorority.
· . Persons are asked to park on quarter.
B b
an d Steve BeJdincr.

'Brewer And Shipley'
To Appear At Picnic
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FuTUre

JfuW-lllre £~ttnrtats
Others' Rights Vital
IT AMUSES us to note the problems on a few other campuses in
reaction to President Nixon's blockade of Viet Nam. They are varied,
and quite different from the reactions of a few years ago.
Regardless of the reasons, most students no longer are willing to
place their education in jeopardy by taking over school buildings and
destroying property. On some campuses. there are even student groups
working against that minority which still clings to the old methods.
But our main interest turns to the disturbances in this state which
have caught national attention. The troubles at the U of F and South
Florida make us doubt the iudgment of some of our students at those
schools. At the U of F last Wednesday, this antiwar faction requested
and received permission to shut down part of Highway 441. which runs
through Gainesville. The only stipulation was that the street be cleared
by 6: 30 p.m. When the appointed hour arrived, the student leaders
tried to move the groups from the street. Many complied, but some.
evidentfy feeling that a demonstration without violence was senseless,
announced that they rejected student leaders, and announced their
intentions to stay. They even considered the student leaders, who had
made the agreement originally, as "establishment pigs." The ensuing
melee is history.
AS INDIVIDUAL Americans. we all have a right to disagree with
national policy. We all have a right to voice that disagreement. We all
have a right to protest the policy, but it is a delusion of a naive fringe to
feel that the right extends to the infringement of the rights of masses.
One of the students arrested last week in Gainesville was quoted in the
"Florida Alligator" as saying, "Nixon has become a dictator. The
1
president should listen to the people. He's not doing it. 1 resent it. I
resent it enough to get arrested for it." We would be sickened if we felt
this attitude was prevalent throughout the state. Its author seemed to
overlook two facts. First, he feels he speaks for all the people when he
' says Nixon doesn't listen to 'the people.' Perhaps the President listens,
but disagrees with his feelings.
Secondly, the author seems to feel the way to change a national
policy he does not agree with is to break a civil law and be arrested.
Somehow the logic escapes us.
WE WISH it were as easy a decision as the demonstrators would like
us to think. However, world policy is generally not as black and white
as some decisions. To feel Nixon would like to stay in the war is, in a
word, ignorant. The single most politically expedient thing Nixon (who,
1s in an election year) could do would be to withdraw all forces from
Viet Nam and let the chips fall where they may. It would seem to us, in
light of this, that his decision was motivated more by concern for the
11ation and the wortd than by concern for the next election.
Do not re-elect Nixon if his policies disagree with yours. That is your
obligation as a voter. Voice your dissatisfaction by working against
Nixon; make it your business to see that he is not re-elected. If you do
not care for that type of voice, then you disagree with the basic
philosophies this country was founded on. That is still your right. Find
a man who agrees with you and elect him, and change the government
within its own structure. But, we beseech you, do not in the process
~ake away the rights of others to hold differing opinions.

A Matter Of Opinion

llttters IDn ID4t £bitnr
Wallace Shooting
Termed 'Horrid'
Editor:
Monday's assassination attempt
on Governor Wallace can only be
viewed with horror. It is a sad state
of affairs when a candidate cannot
meet his followers without having
to be in fear of his life.
One of the cornerstones of our
country is the right of the people to
speak out openly and freely and
without fear. No matter how much
I disagree with Governor Wallace's
opinions, I still feel he has as much
right as any other man to state his
views. It begins to appear that the
assassination of President Kennedy
has, in effect, declared "open
season" on candidates and office
holders, a situation which can only
be viewed, at best, as intolerable.
The gun, or any other type of
violence, just does not have a place
in our system of political selection.
My sympathies go out · to·
Governor Wallace, his family and
supporters and I fervently hope he
recovers from this horrid incident
completely. I pray this type of
thing never occurs again.

Beirut sample reported at least one
maid living jn their home, not to
mention the servants who came in
during the daytime.,,
A Student

'Pon'
Frustrated .
r
By Many Issues

Dear Editor,
Bitch, bitch, bitch.
With all the things one could
complain about here, Daddy Nature
is troubled as to whether he should
point out this week that the
planned June graduation is an
outrage, or that library fmes here
are another outrage, or that the
biggest outrage of all is the apathy
that makes this Un. u.
Caring not what anyone else
thinks at present, or if they ever
will, I yield to the silent senator
from the state of no care in hopes
that we might neither progress or
disgress.
Th.is week I give not a damn,
because no one else will, BWANYA.
Father Nature

u Tnder.·nround'
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Pete Reynolds
By Gabriel Yanni

Lebanese Maids

I
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For Paper Nzxed

Editor:
For a while I have been griping about the impotence of our Student
I write this in response to Mr.
Government, but has it ever occurred to you that the students on this
Yanni's column of May 5. Mr.
campus may be one of the reasons for such weakness? I am not
Yanni suggests an und~rground
defending the Student Government or retracting any past opinion I
Editor:
campus newspaper for the purpose
have stated, but one cannot help realizing the stupid dullness in which
This is in response to a letter of "inffitrating some motivating
we seem to accommodate ourselves <lay after day. A Student
Government cannot fully function unless it has the support and trust of which appeared a few weeks ago ideas."
This thought has been in many
it.5 student body. The only way changes can happen around her is if you criticizing a statement made by
Gabriel Yanni regarding the people's minds since FTU was first
show that you care and are willing to dare change with them.
We may lose the graduation festivities, whatever they are, because availability of maids in Lebanese founded, but there are three major
the residents of the"glass house" have decided to entrust themselves to families. I would simply like to stumbling blocks to the idea.
First, a privately incorporated
the caprices of the weather, which is as unpredictable as they are. What refer the author of the letter to a
have you done, or what are you planing to do, graduating seniors, statement in "Tripoli, a Modem newspaper could not be financially
regarding such a decision? Are you simply going to accept it and feel . Arab City," by John Gulick, self-supporting on a campus as small
better, for which I really would not blame you, considering the total Harvard University Press, page 130. as FT"lfs. Even with donated labor
It reads, "Middle and upper class the printing costs alone put it
apathy you have shown throughout the year.
What do I propose? Under the auspices of the senior representatives householders, Christian and Muslim beyond the realm of any but the
of your colleges, demand from the administration more respect and alike insist on domestic help. Over most well-to-do students.
Secondly, a newspaper owes it to
onsideration regarding your graduating class. Achieve something half of the American University of
before you leave this campus, even if it means upsetting some of the
high authority that has "guided" your steps toward a higher
educational achievement, not to mention whatever they have added to
your social life...
And to all of you who shall remain here until you graduate unless
ou give up or have the wrath of our "high priest fall on youz
innocent heads support your Student Government to make it more
active qnd more powerful to achieve your demands because it is all we
ave in this place to counterattack some of the injustice that has
LINDA METTEL
·1appened before.
There is a lot to be done around here and it will not be accomplished
Editor-In-Chief
n1e you grow out of your cocoons and stop having others do all the
ork to give you more positive power, while you sit back and enjoy
Sharon Marek
John Gholdston
·hatever turns you on. While the rest of the youth dared express itself
News Editor
Layout Editor
•garding the present political engagenent your President has taken,
udents on this campus went along their daily monotony as if they
•re the only people alive on this planet. Well let's break some of your
·onceptions. You are only alive and exist merely because you
Carol Whitten
Shelby Strother
th e and because your presence or absence would simply be either
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
... more pollution. depending on h P · -Cl• i ... ,.., • ~ ,.., •ro;i>lf. or
r h w Lee . ou.

Evidence Offered

its readers to put out as interesting a
paper as possible. Being a newspaper
does not automatically
put you out of the bounds of
publishing occasional special
feature articles, or even creative
stories and poems. It therefore
seems to me to be the FuTUre's
obligation to provide controversial
and possibly even radical stories
and ideas so that the readership has
something to sink their teeth and
minds into.
Thirdly' there is an Orlando
underground newspaper called "the
Watcher" which is actually being
sold on the FTU campus. This
Paper is rapidly achieving
excellence in its own field. It
cont.ains a wide variety of news,
views and ideas on the local, state,
national and international levels.
"The Watcher" is fast becoming a
sounding board for all radically
i n n vat iv e ideas and a
communication medium for all
brothers and sisters in Central
Florida.
I would like to add a last thought
that as long as people feel they are
fulfilling their duty by merely
voicing their oprn1on to
confidential friends, and not
standing up and shouting their
ideals and beliefs FTU will
' of apathy
continue to be the den
that it is.
John Asenaorr

°

/~·ilf!lure I

Managing Editor .. James E. Couch
Advertising Manager . Harry Smith
Advertising ...... Steve Belding,
Tom Childers, Phil Dunkle, Gary
Horn.
Asst. Copy Editor .... Mary Anna
Jackson
Reporters ..... Linda Carpenter,
Mike Crites, Weber Ivy, Cathy
Kirk ham, Claudia Landfried,
Thom McGurn, Sherri Morrell,
Marc Smith, Beth Weilenman,
Gabriel Yanni.
Sports . . . . . . . . . . . . Fred Cay,
Mike Crites, Joe Julavits, Larry
Mccorkle, Bill McGrath.
Photo Coordinator .... Ed Burton
Photographers ......Jon Findell,
Craig Powell, Chuck Seithel, Ike
Spinos.
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GRADE LIS'l.' SUMMARY
By College
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No. Gr ades

sheets, die cut in the form
of a palette. Each time you
take off a layer you get a
fresh, clean working surface.
50 sheets per pad.
12" x 16" size

%

%

N

N
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45 .5

-

52 .3

0 0
4 0.2
4 0. 2
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1, 96)
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4.4
2.2
2.7

0 0
2 0.2
2 0.1
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6.2..3

7.3
3.6
5.3
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3.5
2.5
3.0

5 0.3
2 0.1
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2,349
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65.7
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11.5
8.0
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271
55
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9.2
4.1
7.6
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0.4
2 0.2
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2,223
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58.6
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31.1
24.6
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5.3
8.2
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38
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4.7
1.8
3.2
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12
22
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24.7
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2.0
3.7

35
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35.4
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38.4
35.8
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9
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L.D. • Lower Division
U.D. •Upper Division

NOTE:

watercolor

--- ---... - pa d
-.....--·--·----

L.D.
7,793
U.D. 10,630
Both 18,423

1,568
3,159
4,727

4~078

6,604

Not included in this study are:

Senior Seminars
500 & 600 level courses
ESPE courses
Educ. Block A,B,C, or Practicwn courses

The Education figures differ on this study from previous reports because of the subtraction of all
ESPE ~nd EDPL grades with the exception of EDPL 408 & 409.

---·~·-·-·- ~-
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15 sheets bound on short
side. Fine quality, medium
weight water color paper,
strong enough to withstanding wetting.
12"xl8"size
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w
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canvo painting
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---------. pad
-;;-....... 9.12
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12 sheets bound on
short side. Heavyweight
paper with texture-coated
surface prepared to accept
oil color, polymer color,
water-color, pastel and
other mediums. Nonabsorbent·· extra white
color value.

12"x 16"size

Education

Academic Eligibility Requirements
---~~-~0;-a~Wl-d-~~-l~-~;,~-:~-~~-~~~__.p•• To Be Coordinated By SG Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

Education also registered the
lowest percentage of failures with
.4 per cent upper division and .9
per cent lower division. Natural
Sciences had the highest number
with 4.1 per cent upper division
failures, 9.2 per cent lower division
for a total of 9.2 per cent failures.
There were no other substantial
changes. The complete grade list
summary is reprinted above.

In order to coordinate differing
academic requirements ·for student
leadership, SG Senators Hunter
Potts and Lee Constantine have
submitted a bill establishing a set of
requirements for responsibility in
FTU activities.

Honors Geremony
S F M 30
et Or a Y

.
The third annual Student
Government-sponsor;d honors and
(Continued from Page I')
awards ceremony will ~e hel~ May
30 at 11 a.m. on the Village Center
The weather prediction for June Green.
.
d
. f
9 is a five per cent chance of rain
All ma~ordstu entd o~mza tiI?ns
before noon and a 35 per cent h ave receJVe aw~ m.iorma on
chance after noon.
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. di VI.duals w h o have
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ma d e con t r1.b u t•1o ns t o the
university.
Fresil Water Fisbes Too ...

Graduation

Explore the Wonders
of the
Underwater World
in·Your Own Home!
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Atlantic and Pacific
Marine Fishes
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For The BegiRRel'

To The Advanced tklbbyist.

First written in March, the bill is
an attempt to end some of the
confusion caused by differing
requirements found in current and
past FTU handbooks and. bulletins.
The bill as it read Tuesday, May
16, set the following requirements:
--Students must be enrolled for
nine quarter hours each term of the
academic year, and must be
degree-seeking, except SG president
and vice president, who are
required by the SG constitution to
be enrolled for seven quarter hours.
• -Stud en ts must have a
cumu1a ti ve average o f 2 .0 , an d must
not be under any disciplinary
action.
-Students who ' do not qualify
ma submit a written a eal to the
y
· pp
Office of StudentA~fam:.
--Clubs and orgamzations will be
able to raise but not lower
.
.
so'
requirements, sub)ect to
approval.
However according to Potts and
Constantin~, the bill was to have
been amended during its second
readm· g at yesterday,s SG meeting
·
The changes will eliminate the SG
executive exception, and students
will be . required .not to be on
academic probation or under
disciplinary actions of restrictive
probation, .suspension or expulsion.
. .
The revised bill will receJVe its
second reading Thursday May 25.
· t·
0 rganiza
ion o rf·ice h o Id ers
according to the March 1969
.
.
bulletin
were
. .
f requll'ed to have a
mmunum o 12 enrolled hours per
.
quarter, to possess a cumulative

Hwy. 501 Union Park,
10 min. rrom FTU

ENNY
~y
UB

ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL TIDS:

Smooth newsprint easel
p per. 50 sheets to each pad.
Individually shrink-wrapped.
ts•size

Saturdays 10• ID 6'111

$.75

~george

a. stuait

Cheeseburger with lettuce & tomato,
Coleslaw, Chips, Beer.
Gr. Cheese w/bacon, Macaroni Salad,
Coleslaw, Chips, Beer.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

ta 4'111

WEDNESDAY

Hamburger w/lettuce & tomato,
French fries, salad, Beer.

THURSDAY

BLT, Potato, Salad, chips, Beer.

ID 8

133 EAST ROBINSON

Park

FRIDAY

Ham Sandwich, Potato Salad, Chips,
Beer.
Specials daily 11 a.m . - 4 p.m.

GPA of at least 2.0 and not to be
on academic or restrictive
disciplinary probation. The
1969-70 and 1970-71 bulletins
were identical in these
requirements, but the 1972-73
bulletin added that students must
be degree-seeking and have made a
mimimum of ·2.0 during the
preceding quarter.
The p~sent bill, :iccording to
Constantine, coordmates these
requirements and those posed for
SG elections to create one guideline
for prosepective campus leaders. As
it stands now , Constantine said
. ,a
student could be quahfied
according to one set of standards
and be elected to office, yet not be
recognized by Student Affairs.
•
S U

Law Ollice
et ·dp
• JJ'
To Give Free Az

F1 .d
A group of Central
on a
attorneys are volunteering their
services t.o supplement the free
services of the Orange County Legal
Aid Inc. which provides free
~
'
·d ts f 0
services only to reSJ en o range
County.
Known as the Neighborhood
Law Office of Central F1~ri~
these attorneys are providing
representation and legal counseling
to " · · ·those in the community
who are otherwise unable to secure
the services of an attorney."
· ·
·
This nonprofit orgamzation
IS
106 W Ce tral Bl d
·
n
v .,
located at
Orlando, and is open 10 a.m. to 4
Pm
- · Monday through Friday · The
phone number is 425-5003.

BICYCLE
Hiway 436 CASTLE
Cas.selberry Fla.
831-7377

We are racing and
touring specialists
featuring-Gitane
Macneet & Fiorelli
5, 10 + 1S Speeds
Cortina 3 Speeds
We carry Jerseys,
Shorts, Shoes +
Helmets.
SALES & SERVICE
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Readers Theatre Gives

Local, FTU Readings
--!~==~iii

Students in "Studies in
One of the central lines in the
lnterpretation with Emphasis on presentation of alternating speeches
~~~~~ii
Readers Theatre" at FTU have by the cast was: "Do not tell the
_..
pven presentations throughout the children the old lie: It is both
ocal community. They have sweet and fitting to die for one's
lppeared at junior high schools, country.' "
!h urches, hospitals and other
The group recited the song,
>laces.
' Requiem Eternum," originally
Mrs. Frances L. Johnson, a recorded by 'The Association."
tisiting professor ofThe newsman's concluding
!ommunications and theatre at statements concerned America's
ITU and instructor of the course, desire for law and order at home
1!0mmented: "They do it as part of while disregarding the people of
·;heir studies, and they are doing a Vietnam. "Johnny Comes Marching
1food job." Bill Dumas, a graduate Home" was sung and faded out.
:;tudent in communications is the
The five men presented the same
co-ordinator of the program.
script with the additional use of
Five students gave one of the film slides at Titusville High School
J>resentations in AD 162 at 2 p.m., Wednesday.
Monday. Of the many literary
The class will perform a
topics covered by different groups wntemporary church service at
in the class, Monday's topic was John Calvin Presbyterian Church in
"War" and the participants were the Oak Ridge section of Orlando,
READERS THEATRE... Students in "Studies in shown here performing one of their projects, called Randy Molner as a newsman and Sunday.
war correspondent, and Jeff Ringer,
Interpretation with Emphasis on Readers Theater" are "war." (Photo by Jon Fin dell)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jeff Brooks, Ken Dibble and
Wayne Evans, dressed as protestors
in T-shirts and blue jeans.
RED RED ROSE
Molner wore a suit and remained
seated through most of the
The Ancient and Beneficient
presentation. Ringer, Brooks, Order of the Red Red Rose will
Dibble and Evans wore black arm hold its next meeting Tuesday at
bands to signify protest.
5: 15 p.m. at the Ramada Inn East.
Gentlemen wishing to make
reservations
early may contact Bill
l\·1111\· Pub
By Weber Ivy
Morris, Grand High Scribe, ext.
h...f
\'.i.
l'f
jh?L'I
<;;]
.0()
When Gerald Ward 1 an associate
Between his retirement from the and sit in his rocking chair for three
2711.
professor in civil engineering, retires Air Force in 1955 and his coming months. After three months he
soon, he will have retired for the to FTU four years ago, Ward taught would start rocking."
fourth time in his life. He has 12 years at Northwestern aaammamallmlimamamccammwm=mm....awaammamm""
retired once as a civil engineer, University. ':You would ?atural1y
"THE ELUSIVE HOUR
another time as an Air Force ask me how 1t compares with FTU,
GLASS"
colonel with 20 years of service, and I would tell you that the
. ,
.
and last an educator at comparison is unfair because
Northwestern University. A 1968 Northwestern is much much older Why desecrate hfe s precious
'
it is' momen t s
charter faculty member of FTU, and selective just because
private."
vain!y se~ching f~r my watch
Ward has reached the university's
When asked what advice he Its silent tick-tockmg
mandatory retirement age, and may
yet start a fourth career, but is not would give to a young graduate in will _n_?t arou~e a. drugged conscience
civil engineering, Ward replied, "I Un~mng dedication and boundless
sure of his future plans.
..
In speaking about his past Ward hesitate to advise them, except to patience alone
said, "There is no comparison tell them to find a job they love will purge me of sterihty
between today,s job shortage for I've been lucky because a survey Too often the treachery of time
engineers and the one I faced when read says that 80 per cent of binds me to mund~e desires
I graduated in 1929, in the teeth of American men are working at jobs and those wasted mmutesbecome
hours of distractions:
the depression. To make a living, I they hate."
a fast drive to the office
joined the McGraw-Hill Publishing
Ward holds honors from the appointments to schedule
Company and became the editor of
government
of France and King phone calls to make
the National Highway Magazine. In
1935, I joined the Air Force, and in Peter of imperial Yugoslavia for a later dinner date
1951 I joined the staff of the services performed for those an early morning visit
NA TO commander of Central countries during World War II and and a long restful weekend
Europe, General Lauris Norstad, the postwar years. He is listed in And, unaware, I become bound
and took charge of the construction American Men of Science and to this maddening vertigo,
of more than 100 military airfields Who's Who in the South, and has as a drunk to his bottle
lifetime membership in the And together, sweetly,
in Western Europe.
"By the way, all engineers up to American Society for Civil our consciousness
our creative imagination
the 1790s were military," Ward Engineering.
When asked about his retirement our identity
added. "It was only with the
founding of the Institute of Civil plans, Ward said , "My plans are perish unfulftlled
Engineering in England in 1832 now the same as those of a retiring in the quicksand of an elusive hour
that my field was clearly defined. general friend of mine. He said he glass
John C. Di Pierro
And today, in spite of the would go to his home in California
specialization that has gone on
since, the field of civil engineering
embmces such diverse areas as city
planning, water supply and
drainage, surveying and
environmental engineering, to name
a few."
..,,

Charter Faculty Member
Plans 'Rocking~ Retirement

i

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE

LaMANS SLACKS
Start a new French Revolution . .. and drive the point
home in OUf Le Mans slack. zoom to new heights in
these slacks. Engineered by h.i.s for her ... aimed at
you:

Bargains on all Candles,
Glass Pieces and Candle-making Supplies
SALES - SERVICE - PARn
.4Ul'HOlllll'D

;)(Alff

IO•

ULDGH - TRIUMl'H-C.HUON

1/3 OFF
Unique Gifts for a Friend
We mail Candles and Glass anywhere.
523 Park Avenue S., Winter Park
Phone 644-6734 ~

10% Discount
to All
F.T.U. Students

Lots of tops, too! Knits or woven, sleeves or sleeveless,
ALL AT . . . .

LE EDY'S
OF WINTER PARK, INC.
311 Pork Avenue, South
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Blow Your Horn
Is Universal Situation
By Fran Elliott

DR. WALTER Gaudnek, Florida Technological
University, presents model boats for the Olympic Art
Marathon project to (from left to right): Dr.
Hohenemser, City of Munich's Cultural Chairman;Mr.

Senf, Director of Munich's Modem Art Museum; and
Mr. Promoli, Director of Administration of Cultural
Events on the Olympic Grounds, Munich.

ITU Artists Join
Olympic Workshop

FuTUre
ENTERTAINMENT

When the Olympic torch for the
twentieth Olympiad is lit at 3 p.m.,
August 26, in Munich, Germany, it
will signal not only the beginning of
athletic competition among the
strongest and fastest of the world's

Places To See, Things To Go, People To Do

"Little Boy Blue come blow your horn the sheep's in the meadow, the
cow's in the com ..."but Alan Baker is busy with his wild bachelor life style
and doesn't have time to pay enough attention to his mother and father. In
addition, he has been a bad influence
on his innocent young brother, son is played by the appropriately
Buddy. Like "Little Boy Blue,'' Alan handsome and debonair Nom1an
needs to "come blow his horn" and Riggins. He has a smooth pleasant
get back on the good side of his voice, and it seemed a waste not to
parents. This could easily be done by be hearing him in a singing role.
getting married to a nice Jewish girl. Somehow, his lines on this night
After a few encounters with his seemed rough. He definitely fits the
parents and a few poorly planned role perfectly though, so the
dates with his girlfriends, he gives in character goes over well. Likewise
to their desires. The ironic outcome, Mike Mazes as the 21-year-old,
however, is that brother Buddy takes "scotch and gingerale" drinking
brother, Buddy, jumps nicely from
over where Alan left off!
"Come Blow Your Hom" Neil the innocent, sweet, nervous boy in
Simon's first big comedy success, the ilrst two acts to the carbon copy
but certainly not his best, is now of the cool Alan in Act III. The only
pl~ying
at Sebastian's Dinner distraction from his good
Theatre. (By the way, along with characterization is that the audience
reasonable prices is some sees more of his back than his facial
outstanding food, thanks to a new expressions. Eldred Carpenter
fine chef.) The play is not up to par doesn't seem quite as at home in the
with any of Simon's later comedies, part of the old-fashioned fath~ as.he
but it does provide an entertaining has been in most previous roles, but
evening. The situation is a rather he adds to the humor by strong
universal one and has very funny characterization.
lines. However, Act I is somewhat
The women are all adequate in
slow in presenting exposition for the
action in Act II and Act III. The last their roles. Connie Foster as Mrs.
act, fast paced and fun, is dependent Baker underplays some funny bits,
upon good tiining from all six but comes across because she has
members of the cast. Unfortunately, some of the funniest lines, even
this was lacking in this partic~lar though they were delivered choppily
pe~ormance~ but on a good. mg~t in places. Sarajane Dehner plays the
th1~ produ_ct10!1 coul~ excel m this sexy, dumb broad while Dreama
qmck movm_g, mteractmg scene.
Perry as the girl Alan finally can't
The ma1or role of Alan, the resist comes out on top of the female
33-year-old, unmarried "bum" of a parts.

p egas us '72 Ed•t•
I I0 n
T 0 Appear B y Aug. I

men and women, but also the
opening of "Spielstrasse" (literally,
iiiiiiiiim-." play-street").
FTU's Art Chairman Steve Lotz,
painter Dr. Walter Gau~ne~ and
newest and friendliest college lounge sculpter Johann Eyfells will be the
only official representatives of this
This year's Pegasus may be the last hadcover edition, and it's coming
or any other. American university out by August 1, said Ron PAge, one of the editors of the yearbook.
among the 200 visual, musical and
About 770 copies of the book have been ordered this year by the staff,
erforming artists taking part this who have expanded its contents
ummer in the cultural phase of the from simply senior portraits and
1972 Olympic~. .
. · on-campus photographs to a record
Th.e FTU trio will colJa~orate m of the past year, including a section
reating a waterborne display of ·of important contemporary persons
ounted canvases and other called "Men of Our Time."
ar_tw:~rk which will float on
This was a difficult year for the
nm1tive rafts. on a manmade lake Pegasus staff, and it was the first
on t~e Oly~p1c gro~nds. G?udn~k year that any of the deadlines was
de~nbed this as .a kmd. o~ ntual m missed. The deadline missed by the
h1~h. the bobbmg, dnftmg, even staff was only a self-pacing
capSizmg
of the art on the ~rafts guideline, however, and the final
All drinks price to ladies on Tuesday 9 - 2.
ec?mes part of th.e art 1ts~lf, deadline date, May 11, at which all
.
11-92 Da1 Track rd., L•P•• (Look for the Dog Tnick S1g11) ettmg ~he water! sunl~ght a~d wmd materials must have been sent to
RON PAGE

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

I Post T1118 IJllnge '

Now appearing CLARENCE PALMER and the

SEASON'S CHOICE

Featuring JULIE ALLI vocals
and JIM MARSHALL drums.
V2
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was really
important,
every
day past
the final because
deadline for
we
would belate,theyearbookswould
be delayed four-days," Page said.
Staff difficulties also troubled
the Pegasus. Page, who edited the
first two issues of the yearbook,
""'and Maryke Loth, who has been a
...,..staff member of the Pegasus for the
first two issues, replaced Susan
Conner at the end of fall quarter as
editors of this year's edition.
The 1971-72 edition which
covers all four quarters is the
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~culmination of three ye~'
YOU WONT' FAIL HERE
Hornes
experience, Page said. Although he
Motor
said it was hard for a yearbook to
....._
~e
be unique, since annuals are
.,,,..SOUTH
published in junior high, high
WED.
ORANGE
schools . junior colleges and
LADIES'
BLOSSOM colleges, the Pegasus has managed
NITE
TRAIL
to supply original elements in the
tradition.
Jt
"Last year there was Krenn's art
...._
print. This year we have a white
. .,. .cover with color photos. The cover
--=--=-~~is l~inated plastic, and we're
~
buying plastic covers for the

*
*
*
*

PROGRAM*

*
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lt
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TICKETS AY ABLE IN SG OFFICE
LR 209

*
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and Danny Gale
9

p.m.

to 2 a..m.

Mon thru SaL

books," Pagethree-foot
said. Therefull
will color
be a
four-page,
foldout in this edition .
Next year, Page said, the Pegasus
may be a softbound book, smaller,
yet available to all students. He said
he did not think that all
7 ,000-8,000 students would be
photographed, and expected that
the policy of limiting the portraits
to seniors would continue. Cost is
the main reason for going
softbound, Page said, adding that
this year's edition cost $25,000 to

~~
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Enthusiasm Enlivens

SA!URDAY'S TRADITIO

.

f eatunng homemade ch .
NAL chanot races,
spec~tor sport as Greek3:1:hu, proved .to be interested
soronty representati
eered thea fraternity and
ves around the Administration

Building. Pictured above th Ph.
see~s to be lagging a bit 'b : 1 t 1 Alpha ~silon chariot
behmd AJpha Tau Omeg~ u a er came m second place

·
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Greek ·w eek Games, Contests
Although rain threatened to dampen last week's Greek Week activities,
spirits were high as FTU Greeks celebrated their heritage with numerous
games and contests.
The Volkswagen parade, which was led by Herbie, from "The
Lovebug," was won by Sigma Sigma Chi Fraternity which sported an
airplane with Snoppy as the theme. Placing second and third were Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, respectively.
The VW stuffmg contest followed the parade and was won by Tyes,
with Tri-Delta Sorority and Zeta Tau Alpha placing second and third.
Friday's games included an egg toss and sack races. Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity took first place honors in the egg toss, followed by Phi Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity and Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity. The sack race was
won by Kappa Sigma Fraternity and Tau Epsilon Phi Fraternity and Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity placed second and third, respectively.
The ZTA "Zeta Pickers Hillbilly Band" took iirst place honors in
Friday evening's Greek Sing. The Pickers performed two Greek
Week-oriented songs and received a trophy. Tyes was awarded a second
place ribbon for its "little girl" theme. Third place was taken by Delta
Delta Delta sisters who centered their theme around the 1950s, Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity was given honorable mention.
Saturday's games began with the traditional chariot race, with ATO
winning a trophy for first palce and PAE placing second. In the sorority
division, Tri-Delta placed first.
The tricycle race was won by PAE in the fraternity division and
Tri-Delta in the sorority division. Placing second and third were Delta Tau
Delta Fraternity and PKA.
Sigma Sigma Chi proved strongest in the tug of war and was followed
by ATO. Tri-Delta won first place in the sorority division. The water
balloon toss was won by SSX, followed by Kappa Sigma and TEP.
Tri-Delta was awarded first place ribbon in the string eating contest
and KS and TKE placed second and third. The brothers of TKE won the
spider races, with Chi Phi Fraternity and KS placing second and third.
TKE also won the wheelbarrow race and SSX and TEP took second and
third place honors.
Two new Greek games were of special interest. The watennellon eating
contest was won by Chi Phi after several minutes of serious eating.
Although sororities were not included in the contest. Tyes Sorority sister
Angie Rager joined the competition. Second and third place winners were
PAEandLXA.
The chugging contest became an interesting spectator sport even if it
wasn't too pleasurable to the contestants. However, it was won by ATO,
with LXA and PAE coming in second and third.
Trophies and ribbons for the contests were presented at the Greek
Party held Saturday night at C Bar Stables. The party featured hay rides,
10 kegs of beer and entertainment by "Myth."
Lambda Chi Alpha members received a trophy for enthusiasm and
overall participation. Liz Herbet, a member of Delta Delta Delta received
a surprise award, known as "The Horse's Ass" in recognition of several
problems she encountered. Miss Hebert ran into the ZTA car in the VW

THE WAT~RMELON could hardly be supplied fast
enough to satisfy these fraternity contestants in the
waterm~l.on eating contest last Saturday. Winner of the
competition was Chi Phi Fraternity.

parade, stalled her VW during the parade in the library tunnel, and got
stuck in her VW during the stuffing competition. She also received a
trophy.
Greek Week chairman Dan Hodges requests that all suggestions and
complaints concerning Greek Week be mailed t.o the Dean of Men's office
in care of Hodges.

Photos By Jon ~indell, Craig Powell and Ike Spinos

SPRING FORMAL
"SHOWERS OF MUSIC"

RACING FO~ the lollipop in the middle of the string are contestants
from Tyes Soronty and Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority. The object of Ute game
was to consume the string leading to the lollipop in the center before the
opponent. After a frustrating battle against several fraternity
representatives, Claudia McGee of Delta Delta Delta was vict.orious.

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches

'BITS AND
PIECES"
FROM ATLANTA
WILL PROVIDE
THE MUSICAL
BACKGROUND

DON'T MISS THE
SURPRISE
ENTERTAINMENT!!

PHONE 365-5023

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO

Interested In A Ten Speed?
Handcrafted European Bicycles

Try one At

ORANGE CYCLE WORKS
1219 N. Orange Ave.,
Orlando 423-9972

Reasonable Repairs
Open Tue - Sat 11-7
Tue & Thur Till 9 . . . . . . . .

la ....0, Saturday. from 9:00 p.m. -1 :00 a.m.
at the Granada Room of the Park Plaza Hotel
n Lake Eola in Orlando.
Ticke

on sale now at the VC for
200 per person.

UBERJA

Get into Quiet,
Clean, Honest
Speed!

UT
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This attractive green beach cover, modeled by Teresita Antony, is part of a
three-piece outfit by Beach Party, and is available at LEEDY'S in downtown
Winter Park. This fashionable cover, perfect for protection from the hot
Florida sun, is 85% Arnell triacetate and 15% nylon, and is fully washable in cool
water. LEEDY'S price, only $28.

Barbie Avery, left, is shoW!l wearing an enticlng backless sizzler in cranberry print,
while her companion, Benae Cockrell, wears an Arjon screen print in that luscious
length for evening or late afternoon lounging. Both outfits can be found at ELLIE'S
WHISTLE STOP on Pine Street in Ortando, "where every day is a sales day".

A quiet moment in the shade is part of summer enjoyment, and Mike Hall find a
few minutes to chat with Alice Ison, who relaxes comfortably in a long sleeved
body shirt and super-low-rise gold cut cord hip-huggers from BRITCHES SOUtH
in College Park. The body shirt by Boo Tiki is an 88% nylon, 12% cotton we;r.;e
and sells for $13. Her slacks are by Viceroy Peanut and cost $12. Mike is wearing
a Transformation Bell Sleeve Shirt by Mack ( 12 dollars) and 100% polyester lightweight summer knit slacks, both available at BRITCHES SOUTH'

Pert Lila Casselberry prepares for a summer of bicycling fun in a cyding jersey from
·Springs. That sharp tandem 9ie's about to take off on is also available at BICYCLE

-

Ure
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HOT FUN
IN THE
SUN

from BICYCLE CASTLE in Altamonte
IC CLE CASTLE.

Susan Autrey presents a striking picture in a black and green embroidered gown
of Shiffley dacron voile from BRENNER'S in Downtown Orlando. The matching
scarf adds a touch of glamour th~t's just right for gentle evening breezes along
the beach or a poolside party.

A ~atural for summer fun; ... the now thong in the richest dark brown. Women's styles
available at all ~ree BARI S stores Downtown Orlando, Colonial Plaza Mall, and Winter
Park MaJI. Mens styles available at Winter Park Mall only. $13.99.

May 19, 1972
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT PICNIC
.AND MUSIC FESTIVAL
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AND
HEAVEN, NEW DAYS AHEAD,
.AND JEFFERY ARTHUR AND FRIENDS
Sunday, May 21, 1972, 12:00 - 8:00 p.m., at F.T.U.'s Lake Claire.
FREE food with presentation of ticket.
-

You need your F. T.U. ID to attend the concert.

.

Park behind the Library and walk to to the lake through the marked trail.
No parking at lake!
(School bus available to ·ferry people.)
Swimming with life guard. Canoeing too!
I
-

I
I

Tickets available in S office.

May 19, 1972
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FuTUre's Friday Girl

'Vague Wording' Prompts
Vetoing Of Bill Of Rights
"Problems with semantics"
brought about the veto by SG
President Frank Santry of the
recently passed Student Bill of
Rights, according to President-Elect
Steve Adamick.
The bill, which has been in the
works for several months, may now
have to wait until fall quarter for
further action. "I have a gut feeling
that the bill won't be passed until
fall,,,, said Adamick.
According to
Vice
President-Elect Lee Constantine,
"There is one chance that the bill
may still pass this quarter if all the
amending can be completed this
week, the bill can be published in
the FuTUre next week and voted
on at the final meeting of the
quarter in three weeks."
The summer Senate cannot act
on a constitutional amendment,
which would mean that the bill
would have to wait until fall.
"I am sure " said Adamick "that
even if
had signed the'bill, it
would not have been acceptable to
Student Affairs because of the
vague wording.''

Frank

Adarnick further explained,
"Althourzh the bill was a good idea,

the wording was inappropriate, almost any way."
many pertinent clauses were very
Citing one example of poor
vague and could be interpreted wording, Adamick quoted section
one, subsection J, of the bill which
"Students who are of legal age
•
as described under Florida law shall
be permitted to possess and
.
consume alcholic beverages in
. FTU was recently assigned an appropriate places designated by
Air Fo~e ~OTC detachment under the administration.''
th_e direction o_f Sgt.
According to Adamick, "Under
Wilson, sgt. major of AFROTC this clause, President Millican might
deta~hment 159.
.
say, 'I deem The Stone and the
Wilson, who was assigned tc ABC Liquor Lounge appropriate
d~ty here on May 1, said that thE places for students to possess and
p~mary so~ of officers for thE consume alcholic beverages.' This
Air Force IS the ROTC program, obviously is not our purpose and
and as such, ROTC programs rate a the bill will hopefully be amended
high priority in the Air Force to read 'appropriate places on
scheme.
campus' and be followed with
Wilson said he feels FTU has an suggestions for appropriate places."
''outs tan ding campus" with a
Adamick also quoted several
glowi.ng future. He said his other examples of "sloppy or
reception on campus bas been inaccurate" wording in the bill.
" most
,,
"There may be one advantage to
The Air ~o~ce offers m~y the bill not being passed now," said
programs of trammg, most of which Adamick "We can work on it all
are open to women candidates, too, summer ~d refine and streamline
Wilson ~d. As part of the program, the wording so that it will be ready
scholarships and book allowances for the Senate floor first thing in
are given. Those cadets enrolled in the fall ,,
the professional officer course are
San~ who was out of town
CATHY KIRKHAM is this week's FuTUre Friday Girl. Cathy relaxes
given $2,000 over the two years of could not be reached for comment: in a natural Florida setting, which serves to enhance her own natural
the program.
beauty. Photo by Ike Spinos

ROTC Detachmentsays:
Headed By Wzlson

wan:n.

Activit)"
Today, May 19
RECITAL:
Teresa Gunter, Soprano, 8: 30 p.m.,
Engineering A udHorium.

aturday,
May20

f

Calendar

YOUNG REPUBLICANS:

DEADLINES:
Men and Women's Swimming,
Women's Water Polo, Physical
Education Building.

Wednesday.
May24

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 240.

PSYCHOLOGY:
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 145.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:

Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 111.

Financier Speaks on prison reform,
10 a.m., Village Center Green.

Organization Meeting, 2 p.m., GC
221.

PEGASUS PILOTS:

DELTA DELTA DELTA:

ZETA TAU ALPHA:

Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 418.

Pledge Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 212.

Meeting, 9 a.m.,LR 210, 212.

"LEGACY OF CAIN":
The Village Players perform, 8
p.m., Science Auditorium.

SPRING FORMAL:
Dance, 9 p.m., Park Plaza,
Orlando

Sunday, May 21
SGPICNIC:
Grand Opening of Lake Claim,
noon, Lake Claire.

KAPPA SIGMA:
Iceting, 7 p.m., LR 240.

DELTA TAU DELTA:
Meeting, 7: 30 p.rn., LR 239.
4
'

LEGACY OF CAIN' :
The Village Playexs perfonn, 8
p.m., S:AUD.

Monday,
May22
PHYSICS SOCIETY:

ZETA TAU ALPHA:

BLACK STUDENT UNION:

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:

Meeting. 6 p.m., LR 211.

Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 110.

Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., EN 121.

PI KAPP A ALPHA:
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 204.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB:

DELTA DELTA DELTA:

Meeting, 11 a.m., Sociology
Deparbnent

Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 233.

ZETA TAU ALPHA:

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS:
Swimming Team, 4 p.m., FTU Pool

CHEMISTRY CLUB:
Meeting, 4 p.m., SC 115.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SENATE:
Meeting, 4 p.m., GC 115.

SUPER 1.0 JEANS

ACCOUNTING CLUB:

Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 239.

Thursday,
May25

Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 121.

VETERANS:

LOUIS WOLFSON:

Movie, 8:30p.rn.,ENAUD•.

LATTER-DAY SAINTS:

PLAY BEGINS:
Men's Swimming.

HPAJNT YOUR WAGONn:

Meeting, 11 a.m., GC 216.

Tuesday,
May23

FILMS:
Travel, "Mediterranean
Eurailpass," 11a.m.,GC116.

ACCOUNTING CLUB:

BlUEDENIM
AND
PASTElS

AYN RAND DISCUSSION
GROUP:

Field Trip, 10 a.m., IRS Office,
Maguire Blvd., Orlando.

Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 211.

DELTA SIGMA PI:

SORO RAS:

Meetings 11 a.m., Pledge, LR 239,
Chapter, LR 233.

Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 233.

PEGASUS PILOTS:

CHI PHI DELTA:

IN SIZES 1-J-S-7-9

Meeting, 7p.m.,EN110.

Meeting, 11 a.m. LR 210.

SIZE S-7-9 SHOPS

CHESS CLUB:

LA TIER-DAY SAINTS:

Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 202.

Meeting; 11 a.m., LR 211.

"LEGACY OF CAIN":

ICHTHUS:
Meeting, 11 a.rn., EN 108.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212.

·c oLONIAL PLAZA MALL

Performance by Village Players, 11
a.m., SCAUD.
·

1>~·1111\

Pllh
.
<1-4 oi. l>I lh.'-.'r- Sl.00

*the brand name

I

!Ji~•®

denotes apparel

manufactured only by H-K Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.

M eting, 4 p.m., EN 316.

You. ean't beat a European bieyele·
so why not own one

TEN SPEED DRIVE
is Minuteman eauseway

of Cocoa Beach

CocoaBeach 783-1196
Introducing the new BIANCfll
A shop specializing in lightweight, quality' 10 - speeds from Italy at a low, low, price!
i from France, Italy, and England. Repair at fair prices.

-
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Dorm Rules Discussed II Faculty Promotions Announced
By Regents Member
NAME

COLLEGE

DEPT.

PROMOTION RANK

Professor
Finance
Dr. John W. Budina, Jr.
Business Administration
Board of Regents member W. W. Hopkins, Jr. visited the FTU campus Dr. Anthony V. Cervone
Foreign Languages
Prof ssor
Humanities & Fine Arts
last Thursday as part of the 'regent a month" program. J. J. Daniels was Dr. Robert G. Cowgill
Professor
Teaching Analysis
Education
Professor
Humanities
scheduled to accompany Hopkins but was unable to make the trip.
Humanities & Fine Arts
Dr. Stephen B. Levensohn
Psychology
Professor
Dr. Jack B. Rollins
Social Sciences
Prior to an interview with the
Professor
Physical Education
Education
Dr. Frank D. Rohter
FuTUre, Hopkins had attended permitted it; certainly the
Marketing
Professor
Business Administration
Dr. Eugene E. Teeple
several meetings, including one with administration is not going to do it
Political Science
Professor
Dr. William W. Young
Social Sciences
without
the
permission
of
the
Student
Government
Associate
Professor
Political
Science
Robert
L.
Bledsoe
Dr.
Social
Sciences
represen tat iv es. Du r in g that Regents." He added that be was a
Associate Professor
Physics
Dr. Jay S. Boleman
Natural Sciences
member
of
the
BOR
Facilities
meeting, Hopkins expressed interest
Psychology
Associate Professor
Social Sciences
Dr. James C. Brophy
in campus day care centers and Committee and that if any such
Secondary Education Associate Professor
Educati on
Dr. Douglas Bru mbaugh
Psychology
Associate Professor
Social Sciences
Dr. Wayne A. Burroughs
suggested that centers could be action was being considered, he
would have knowledge about it.
Chemistry
Associate Professor
Natural Sciences
Dr. Chris A. Clausen Ill
built in apartment complexes.
Associate Professor
Physical Education
Education
Dr. Troy Cleland
Hopkins stated that he had "no
Associate Professor
Art
Humanities & Fine Arts
Dr. Walter Gaudnek
opinion" on the recent expulsion of
Associate Professor
English
Humanities & Fine Arts
Dr. Richard S. Grove
two FTU students for a dorm
Civil Engineering
Associate Professor
Engineering
Mr. John P. Hartman
violation. He said he had no
Associate Professor
Teaching Analysis
Education
Dr. Basil Hoover
knowledge that it had actually
Humanities
Associate Professor
Humanities & Fine Arts
Dr. Edward R. Hotaling, Jr.
happened and no information
Biological Sciences
Associate Professor
Natural Sciences
Dr. David T. Kuhn
Teaching Analysis
Associate Professor
about the circumstances. Hopkins
Education
Dr. Marcella Kysilka
Physics
Associate Professor
Dr. William C. Oelfke
Natural Sciences
said he would not question the
Communications
Associate Professor
Social Sciences
Dr. M. Timothy O'Keefe
FI'U Collegiate Civitans returned
administrative decision by checking
Foreign
Languages
Associate
Professor
&
Fine
Arts
Humanities
Dr.
Armando
Payas
last
week
from
their
50th
annual
int.o the details of the action.
Mathematics
Associate Professor
Natural Sciences
Dr. C. Peter Rautenstrauch
E. W. Hopkins was the only state convention in St. Petersburg,
Biological Sciences
Associate Professor
Natural Sciences
Dr. Don R. Reynolds
Regent who voted against the having for the third consecutive
Associate Professor
Music
Humanities & Fine Arts
Mr. Richard A. Schoenbohm
recently approved new visitation year won the governorship of the
Teaching Analysis
Associate Professor
Mr. Alexander M. Sulloway
Education
statewide
district.
policy. He felt the policy was
Communications
Associate Professor
Dr. Lawrence A. Tanzi
Social Sciences
A junior communication major,
"vague" on the facilities where
Mathematics
Associate Professor
Dr. Michael D. Taylor
Natural Sciences
visitation was permissible and that Roger W. Pynn, was elected
Psychology
Associate Professor
Dr. Phillip M. Tell
Social Sciences
Psychology
Associate Professor
Dr. Henry B. VanTwyver
Social Sciences
th ere was a "lack of specifics on governor of the 27-chapter Florida
Mechanical Engr.
Associate Professor
Engineering
Dr. Gerald G. Ventre
supervisory aspects." He added that District, succeeding Jim McCarty, a
Biological Sciences
Associate Professor
Natural Sciences
Dr. David H. Vickers
he felt the plan was not strong senior majoring in business.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Associate Professor
Dr. Martin P. Wanielista
Pynn went to the convention as
enough.
Associate Professor
Dr. Thomas N. Wheeler
Natural Sciences
Chemistry
Hopkins anticipates another an unannounced candidate for the
Teaching
Analysis
Dr.
Alexander
Wood
Education
Associate Professor
attempt to abolish the Board of governorship, and FI'U club
Chemistry
Natural Sciences
Associate Professor
Dr. William W. Youngblood
Regents but "would hate t.o see
Teaching Analysis
Mrs. Maxine Carr
Education
Assistant Professor
that happen. The state deserves
Physical Education
Mr. Ellgene Clark
Education
Assistant Professor
something more than an
Physical Education
Mr. Gerald Gergley
Education
Assistant Professor
History
experiment." He added that
Mr. Melvin E. Hughes
Humanities & Fine Arts
Assistant Professor
Mr. Paul Leffler
Teaching Analysis
Education
Assistant Professor
responsible Regents who are
Mrs. Patricia Manning
Education
Professional Lab.
Assistant Professor
removed from political
Mrs. Nancy McGee
Professional Lab.
Education
Assistant Professor
considerations are needed.
Education
Elementary Educ.
:Mrs. Mary Palmer
Assistant Professor
Hopkins called the idea that the
Business Administration
Dr. R. Thomas Stone, Jr.
Assistant Professor
Bus. Law
Board of Regents controls all
Mrs. Nancy L. Wheeler
Natural Sciences
Mathematics
Assistant Professor
college funds a "real
misconception." He noted that the
Regents are limited by procedure
and that their policy changes must
Sigma Delta Chi, the national persons will be initiated into Sigma Radio-television majors who intend
be approved before they can be put
society of professional journalists, Delta Chi. The society is oriented to specialize in the news-editorial
into effect.
will be installing an SDX Chapter at toward those seeking a career in phase of their area.
Hopkins said he was unaware of
the fact that Student Activity Fees
\.' FTU next Saturday, May 27. The new!reditorial journalism, whether . - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
pay the bond issue on the new
·
, local journalism society, Sigma electronic or print.
Delta, which was formed last year,
Sigma Delta's activities during its
Village Center extension. "It was
,·
·1:/ received approval to affiliate about first year have been centered
probably an administrative decision
f , // two weeks ago.
around professional meetings. It has
and I will just have to make some
1 /
1
> \
The installation will be held at a . sponsored several speakers from the
inquiries about that.
banquet during which members will local media, both television and
Hopkins was the third Regent to
visit the FTU campus in the president Mike McKiney, a be initiated. Rhea Eskew, southern newspaper.
KENNETHl.GRUSHKA
nine-month existence of the freshman, was elected lieutenant division manager of United Press
Sigma Delta Chi is open to all
&
ASSOCIATES
program. He was preceded by governor -- one of four in the state. International in Atlanta, will be the interested j our n a Ii sm or
Pynn became the third FTU main guest speaker, and national
ex-Regent Elizabeth Kovachevich in
.'·
THE STATE LIFE
October and Fred Parker in Civitan to hold the post. Dan SDX officers will be present.
l\·1111\· Pllh
Sigma Delta was begun in spring
November. Hopkins explained the Mahurin was the first. Mahurin, who
INSURANCE
CO.
(>4 Pi. tll lh•L•r - \I .CJ()
absence of Regents at FTU for the was graduated from the College of 1971 with 19 members. Sixteen
past five months by saying, "Of Social Sciences' communication
3191 McGuire
course, we had no visitation policy department last June, is now a
Orlando.
Florida Suite 150
until just a few months ago, and member of the East Orlando
Civitan
club.
maybe if Regents attended just 50
Phone 894 • 0371
There were nearly 50 collegiate
per cent of t heir meetings that
delegates at the three-day
would be better than nothing."
Also discussed at the meeting convention , and high school
was the idea of eliminating campus Civitans and sponsoring seniors
Campus Representatives are:
housing and making FTU 100 per brought the total to close to 500.
Danny Odom 671-1379
Pynn will travel throughout the
cent commuter. Hopkins said he
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
and
had not heard anything about it state during his year as governor,
Jerry Brown 678 · 0194
and would "have to make so me and both he and McKiney will
atten
d
the
Collegiate
Civitan
inquiries because I would be
surprised if that were true. I would i n ternational convent io n in
HIGHWAY l7-n AT P~ • Pt4. "'4-1'k»
be very surprised if the Regents Nashville, Tennessee, in August.

Pynn Elected
As Governor
By Civitans

SDX Installs FTU Chapter Next Week

1111

/ !://

<

FREE CHECKING

On Al I· Personal Accounts
No Minimum Balance - No Gimmicks

-'))il
.llll MAITLAND

1

THE WEAR·HOUSE
THE WEAR·HOUSEOFFERS A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF TOP-QUALITY CLASS RINGS AND OUR RINGS ARE PRICED LOWER THAN THE
RINGS AVAILABLE FROM THAT STORE ON CAMPUS·
EAR·HOUSE FEATURESA COMPLETE LINE OF CUSTOM DECORATED SPORTSWEAR- - - T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS,
INDBREAKERS· WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF DESIGNS INCLUDING NOVELTIES, CLUB NAMES, FRATERNITY AND SORORITY
S, OR YOUR OWN SPE IAL THING.
ITH THISADYOU GET A 10% DISCOUNT ONANY SOLID COLOR T-SHIRT.

THE WEAR.HOUSE
COME SEE US!

126 E. Morse Blvd., (just off Park Ave.), Winter Park

Phone 645-4787

COME SEE US!

972
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"Be Our Guest"
for a FREE

BIG MAC
-----------------------~-----------------------i

This coupon good; for one-

BIG MAC

The triple - decker meal disguised
.
as a sandwich

· This offer good only on Tuesday,
·. ·. , . ", Wednesday and Thursday - May 23 to 25, 1972
At McDonald's 490 Semoran Blvd or Hwy 436.

LIMIT - ONE PER PERSON

----------------------------------------

You deserve a break today so get up and get away to McDonald's

!
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FTU Splits Double - Header
In Season Finale Sunday
The FTU Goldsox ended the
season on a winning note by
defeating FIT, 7-3, last Sunday at
Tinker Field.
The 7 -3 victory came after the
Goldsox lost the fll'St game of a
doubleheader, 5-4.
In the first game, FI'U was
cruising along with a 4-0 lead
through seven innings. FTU pitcher
Bill Larsen, in fact, has pitched seven
innings of no-hit ball.
In the top of the eighth inning,
the first batter to face Larsen

Pitcher Mark Denno made up for
his outfield error in the lust game by
scattering five hits and allowing only
one earned run in the second game.
In the third inning, Denno
opened with a walk. Gillis was hit by
a pitch, and Odom followed with a
bunt single. FIT's pitcher couldn't
handle Tuttle's subsequent bunt
scoring Denno. McCarty then hit
int.o a fielder's choice, the runner
forced at the plate. Sirianni then
slapped a single scoring Odom and
Tuttle.
SIX FTU varsity wrestlers brought home trophies
from last weekend's Cocoa-Rockledge Open. 'They are
Jim Nickson, Paul Allard, John Rouse, Bill James and

Ted Wasley. Seated in foreground is Joe Giccobbe.
(Photo by Jon Findell)

ffU Wrestlers Win Six Trophies
~tf.

_/ f i I, J

k
\

\,
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\
ALLE TU

BILL

grounded out. Larsen then hit the
next batter and walked the one after
that. The following batter struck
out. Then he walked another batter.
With the bases loaded and two out,
the leadoff batter laced a double
down the leftfield line clearing the
bases. The next batter singled, tying
the game at 4-4. The following batter
hit a routine fly ball into leftfield.
Outfielder Mark Denno misjudged
the ban al1owing the winning run to
score.
FI'U scored fust with two runs in
the third inning. Danny _Odom and
Jack Sirianni walked. Allen Tuttle
hit a fielder's choice. Tuttle stole
second putting runners on third and
second. Hot-hitting Pat McCarty
followed with a clutch single scoring
FI'U's rust two runs.
In the sixth inning, after Tuttle
flew out, McCarty doubled. Tim
Gillis stroked a single and Larsen
reached base on an error by ·the
shortstop scoring McCarty. Doug
Hutto then slammed a doubled into
ri~htfield scoring Gillis.

9

FTU scored three more runs in
the fourth inning, two on a single by
Odom and wereneverintroublethe
remai~derofthegame. ·

finally being pinned in the third
period. Heath often worked out
with the team during the year.
About one-half of the
participan~ were high school
grapplers and the other half was
evenly divided between college and
serve performers . according to
Rouse.
"These meet.s will help us stay in
shape, and maybe to learn a few
moves," he explained.

FTU's split with FIT set their
season-endingrecordat13-18.
~ams.
John Rouse, FTU's Olympic
r•1mtW111R111111t11tn1m11HllllllllUlllJ! hopeful,. t.ook ~P. honors in the
heavyweight division while Ted
Wasley finished first in the
_,...,.....,.
5 175-pound class. The 160 and
i 124-pound weight categories were
copped by the Jim Nickson and
.Paul Allard, respectively. Allard, of
course, is the state champion in the
·
ii 118-lb. class. Most wrestlers do add
linl•lllBllllll••111nmn111111111D11tl~ some weight during the summer
months.
Bill James, who competed in the
SWIMMING POOL
175-lb. division during the season
finished third as a heavyweight and
The ·FTU swimming pool will be Joe Giccobbe also took a third as a
closed on Sunday so that it will not 124-pounder.
Buddy Heath, a student in Coach
conflict with the annual school
picnic, it was announced recently Gerry Gergley's independent study
by the Intramural department. class, wrestled in the 175-Ib. class as
Also, no pool equipment will be part of the requirements for that
checked out during the day.
course and took a 1-0 lead before

I

,....,..,.

I

S~ !5=
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The habit of winning proved
tough to break for six members of
FTU's wrestling squad at last
weekend's Cocoa-Rockledge Open,
four of whom carted home
first-place trophies, while the other
two placed third.
The event, sponsored by the U.
S. Wrestling Federation, was the
first in a s~ries of six state~de
meets designed to provide
off-season competition .. for
grapplers ~m school or military

FREE
3

A recently constructed one-room
building behind the pool belongs to
the PE department and will be the
site of future practice sessions for
the Knights' wrestlers. The inside of
the room is extremely hot and
reeks of fresh paint now but will be
available for workou~ by the
wrestlers on their own this summer.

FT U H0 IdS
ch·e SS Meet

OBITUARY

Thirteen FTU studen~ are
competing for the chess
championship of the university.
They began play Tuesday in EN
202 and will continue until May 30.
Steve Jung, president of the
Chess Club, described the
tournament as a "round-robin" one
in which everybo~y pla;y~ eve~one
else, and the wmner JS decided
according to the best record. In
case of a tie, a system of poin~ has
been worked out to determine the
winner.
Richard Aronson and Steve
Rajtar are co-directing the
three~week t.oumament. Most of
the games will be played by
arrangement of the players.

Lloyd Allen Towles, 21, a former
FTU student, was killed in an
accident Saturday, May 13, in
Rome, Ga.
Towles was graduated from
Boone High School in 1969 and
attended FTU for two ye~. He
left FTU as a sophomore majoring
in busine~. He was a member of
ATO Fraternity at FTU, and was a
manager trainee for Sterchi
Brothers, Inc., in Rome.
Survivors include his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Towles, and one
brother, Frank, who is also a
student at FTU.

PL'\'\Y Pl"D
( olll'!-!L'
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WASH

CAR
EXPER.IMENT

----~------

IN AN EFFORT TO SAVE YOU MONEY,
WE AT THE CARWASH WILL GIVE YOU
A FREE EXTERIOR CAR WASH AT NO
COST IF YOU PURCHASE GASOLINl!-FROM US. OUR GAS PRICES ARE THE
SAME AS MOST OTHER STATIONS, OUR
WASH IS THE BEST AND IF ENOUGH
STUDENT USE THE COUPONS ,WE WILL
TRY TO CONTINUE THIS PROGRAM
INDEFINITELY.

BEST
CAR
WASH

IT'S UP TO YOU.
IF YOU WANT A CLEAN CAR AT NO
COST TO YOU, USE THE COUPON
& GIVE ONE TO A FRIEND ! ! !

FREE EXTERIOR CAR WASH
(f .T .U. Student ID.)

GOOD FOR ONE EXTERIOR CAR WASH
WITH GAS FILL-UP (No Minimum}
Good For Week Of May 19-26, 1972
~-------------------------1

I
J
I
J

l

MID-FLORIDA CAR WASH
DOING THE•..

WASH

FREE

FOR
F.T.U.

STUDE S

FREE EXTERIOR CAR WASH
(F.T.U. Stud11t ID.)

GOOD FOR ONE EXTERIOR CAR WASH
WITH GAS FILL-UP (No Minimum)
Good For Week 01 May 19-26, 1972

'
I
I

----- ....

------------~-----~----

BEST CAR WASH IN TOWN
56 E. Colonial Drive , Orlando
p n 8: am - 8:

pm

(Corner of Highway 5 &436)
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Lady Archers Finish 5th

In National Cham ionships
A three-girl contingent from
FTU has captured fifth place in the
National Int ercollegiate Archery
Tournament, held last weekend at
San Bemadino Valley College in
California. The three girls, Lyvonne
·Harvey, Dena Pickens and Mo
Wi~tcopp, began the t~urnament,
which was won by Arizona State
NATIONAL HONORS ... The thtee girls in all white are members U~versity, with a flourish last
of the FTU Archery team, which took national honors at the Friday.
IntercoUegiate Archery Tournament held in San Bemadino, Calif. last
weekend. They are, from left to right, Mo Wittcopp, Dena Pickens, and
The three did their best shooting
Lyvonne Harvey. The other two girls are from Stetson and did not of the meet that day and were
pJace in the tournament.
'
within four point.s of third place.

FOUR LENS
COMBINATIONS

For all interested persons, a factory representative
will demonstrate this fascinating camera on May
20th from 9:00 a.m. to 5 :00 p.rn.
•

f'

SAVE $101

50mm lens for all your
normal picture needs

1OOmm lens with converter for close-ups

MAMIYA/SEKOR 6-PC.
CAMERA OUTFIT
Only once in a 100 years do
you see a value like this! Outfit includes 1000 DTL camera
with "creative switch" for "foolproof". light cont.rol. Vivitar
accessories include the 135mm
telephoto lens, 2X teleconverter
and electronic flash - all made
to give you maximum flexibility
from portrait to hunting shots,
indoors or out. All packed in a
handsome, fitted "pro" case.

135mm automatic telelens for most sport shots

270mm lens with converter for distance shots

380.84 COMBINATION

,

However, they hit a slump and fell winner Arizona State University
back into seventh before rallying on has won the title for the past four
Saturday for their fifth place finish. years in a row.
Harvey and Pickens also picked
There were 35 colleges and 164
up
individual trophies at the
archers competing in the meeL The
tournament. Harvey was awarded
for compiling the top score at her
particular target in a 900 round. A
900 round is the tot.al possible in
10 different scoring areas. Pickens
also won an award for top score at
the target. Both girls placed in the
top 20 scores in the competition.
All six starters of Fl'U's tennis
Pickens also had three perfect
team will return next season,
according to coach Les Wood. ends during the competition. An
However, he will lose Larry end is a round of six arrows. To be
Whitacre, Hugh Thompkins, Tom perfect, one must put all six arrows
Poppell, Ralph Stone and Bruce in the gold area of the target. From
Broussard due to graduation.
30 yards away, she had three
The team posted a 9-8 record perfect ends. Wittcopp, who
this past season against some of the finished among the top 40 archers
nation's top tennis powers.
in the tournament, had two perfect
Returning next season for FTU ends from 30 yards. Harvey had a
will be Mike Dezeeuw, whom perfect end from 40 yards away.
Coach Wood has called, "a genuine
Pat Higginbotham, team advisor
all-American potentially," Craig
who
accompanied them to the
Linton, hampered much of the
tournament,
said, "rm really proud
season with a bad ankle, Charlie
of
our
team.
We did outstandingly
Herring, Jim Kelahar, Neil Howard,
considering we have no official
whom Wood described as "the most
practices or no practice facilities."
improved player on the team," and
The team was able to make the
Bill McGrath, who was injured late trip only because funds were made
in the season in an auto accident available by the Women's Athletic
but will be fully recovered by the Association, the FTU Intramural
time the next tennis season comes department and personal
around.
contributions.

A 11 6 st a rte rs
I 11 Re t U r n
For Netters

w·

Byrd Takes First
In National Meet
FTU's little Superman, Farrell
Byrd, added his biggest and best
award to his packed trophy case
this past weekend as he won the
1972 Junior National Weightlifting
Champ~onships held at York, Pa.
Byrd is the first FTU student to
ever win a national championship in
any sport. In fact, he was the rust
weightlifter from Florida to ever
win the meet in the 10 years it has
been in existen~P.

athlete that had a 550-pound
.qualifying tot.al. A total of 13
lifters, five from Florida, entered
the competition.

Lifting in the 132-pound
category, Byrd tot.aled 665 pounds
on three different lifts to edge out
the second-place finished by five
pounds.
In the pres.s, he lifted 220
pounds, well below his national
record of 245 pounds but enough
to win. In the snatch category, he
totaled 190 pounds and added 255
in the clean and jerk class for his
665-pound tot.al.
The meet was open to any AA U

'Freaks-Fuzz' Game
Well Worth The Price
By Shelby Strother

There should be plenty of action 6: 30 p.m. for a nice hour or so of
and excitement available tonight at hot boogie music, as two local
C. L. Varner Stadium at Exposition Orlando bands will entertain prior
Park as the "Freaks" (a pseudo) to the BIG GAME.
all-star team from FTU) will tangle
So get it on, one way or the
(peacefully) with the "Fuzz,"
better known as the Orlando Police : : :a :::w:ma: 111111a1111n11111m11mm111dlm
u:uwu
Department, in a slow-pitch benefit
softball game.
Really. No clubs or bricks or tear
gas. Just bat.s and balls and
whatever goes along with some
good people doing a good thing for
a good cause. Oh yes, the cause is
to raise money for the Orlando
Bonding Fund. H you're not
familiar with the term, you're
lucky. The fund is used to post the~~~~~!!!!:!!!!!!!!!!!!!
bail for FTU student.s arrested for other. After all, wouldn't anyone
posses.sion of liquor or narcotics.
pay a buck for the chance to give
All you have to do is show up for the old "razzberry" to the shielded
the game. _ . with one dollar. The members of Orlando's finest? Also,
game starts at 8 p.m. And if you the concession stand will be open
aren' t really into the sports scene for those spectators who come
and "jocks," then come on out at down with the "munchies."

ftlltJ

COME IN AND RECEIVE
A FREE COPY OF "HOW
TO PHOTOGRAPH SPORTS."
ORLA

SFORIS

~
~

DO

25 00 ' . Co1onial Drive
Open Monday thru S turday
9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Phone 241 • 355 I

•
CASSELBERRY

Seminole Shopping Plaza
Open Monday thru Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1 :00 p.m. to 6 : 00 p.m.
Phone 831 - 1200
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By John the Good, Resident Seer
~
**
#?'J
*IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

..!.1.-

l"'i""

*
*

..!.1.-

l"'i""

*

..!.1.-

l"'i""

*
*
..!.1.-

l"'i""

*

~

PISCES:
You will win an autographed
baseball this week, signed by
Freda Payne. You will not
recognize its value and will give
•
·th N t
it to the dog to play Wl • ex
year Freda Payne will play with
the Mets and hit 65 homeruns
and pitch 42 no-hitters. By then
the dog will hav~ eaten her ~ame
off, and you will be left with a
fuzzy nothing.

l"'i""
..!.1.- ARIES:
l"'i""

.
Hold you head up high. You
will receive great praise and
honor this week. You will not
~ deserve it. They will discover it
l"'i"" next week and take back all the
nice things they said about you
* and want the prize back. They
will then ·throw you in jail for
impersonating a hero.

*
*
*

-&

**

*GEMINI:
*
I see ill winds forboding
* disaster. I see you failing three
* of four finals. I see academic
~ probation. I see expulsion. I see
l"'i"" the draft. I see a pregnancy.
*Whoo, boy, are you in for it!

*

:ttcANCER:
l"'i""
"Oh Harry, I know I have
* been unfaithful. I know you
* know I've been having an affair
*with the postman and the
*neighbor's German shepard, but
..!.1.- I promise you, if you will take
l"'i"" me back I will share the
shephard." (The preceeding was
*paid for by Maria Callouse, who
*is a well-known hard person.)

*
*
*-f+
*

*LEO:
*
Those close to you will desert
~ you in your time of need. It will
"'i"i" pay them back for all the times
you deserted them in their times
of need. Just remember: ua
{+ friend in need is a pest."

9* .

TAURUS:
George Gershwin and you
would have gotten along
famously, if you had chosen to
be born that long ago. We would
have all appreciated it. In fact,
there is a little collection going
around the office to raise
enough money to send you back
there. Interested? Can you do
black-face?
LIBRA·.
Exercise great caution. 'The
man next to you is an imposter.
He is really a giant frog, part of
the subversive organization
GFUTCFT (Giant Frogs United
To Conquer The World), and

Firtabalstr r snor. Obsilnotu_ ygr
-{+ butgt brgitr ksdt esd ygr 1bk~
* iooityybutt U eiykf gsbr gsf y1
-{+ drr ygr fihht, mi care.

Puh

enny

OLLEGE B

a.m. OLSTENS 1215 NORTH
MILLS.
lllllllllUlllllJUJDUllllUllDDUllJllnunmmlilJ
Ill

i
r
TO

rent

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIJlllllllllllllllllllll
New, 2-bedroom duplexes, 4 mi.
from FTU in Oviedo. $150/mo.
includes carpets, central heat & air,
appliances & drapes. RIDGEWOOD
VILLAGE365-3721 ·
Looking fora studentcoupletorent
our furnished air-conditionedtrailor
$folr7S5umme&r. Tt~l':it~inuctelsl 5fr6o8~2FT393U
mo. u 1 1 1es. a
.
l furnished room - immediate
occupancy. 2 mi. from FTU $10
week. Call after 6 p.m. at 273-2212.
llllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllID
JI

*--""~

for

le

se r V1•ces

+t

nfe

4*

TAPES U S .A
8 Track Tape.s $ 3 _99

*?'J

help•vvan fed
·

·

TAPES USA
FREE TAPE
with any cartridge case
Buy 12 Tapes

Get One FREE

TAPES USA
5698 S. Orange Blsm. Tri.
Listen Before You Buy
HOURS: 10 to 10 Daily

Saturday 10 to 10
Sunday 10 to 6
Call 859-0590

Master Charge

NORRELL TEMPORARY
SERVICE~
REGISTER NOW FOR
TEMPORARY JOBS !

NORRELL TEMPORARY
SERVICES, INC.
647-8118

Captain Video
Surprize Production
Presents

Ev ry onday ight, at :30, a FREE Full-length Flick
and FREE Pop om.
Captain Video Surprise Production I! I!
Happin

r:~~or~~J';bs.b~~~~~6:1~~~ii:~o

SCORPIO:
-'-'-...Both John Gholdston & Nixon feel
Hide your head! It is ?J that Ni~on i~ capable of ~andling the
fright.ening small children and
world s 1 ~uat 1 on. If y~u d1sagree.,then
th
If
"bl -...t.1.helpus1nsurethatN1xondoesntget
expectant mo . ers.
posSI e, ?J RE-ELECTED! Pete Reynolds &
SQ
comb your harr forward for a* Mike Hall.
while. At least until you die.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 DllllDnDD 011111111 llflllllfflmJllllllllllllllllllllllHtnflllllllTilllllllllllllllll
Park Manor--Attractive3 bedroom,
SAGITTARI_US:
.
?'i"
2 bath, Air Cond., Fully equipped
You are Justly afraid of the* lllllllllDDllUlllllllllllJlllOllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllll kitchen, carpets. Patio, fenced. 21/2
dark. There are things which 9* Typing in my home. Experienced, years old, has garage. 275-9851 after
lurk in the darkness with your
fast
and accurate. 50 cents _5_P_.m_.- - - - - - - - - name carved in their teeth. Wear-'-'- double-space page, any type of Waterbeds with factory guarantee.
a pair of corduroy underwear so ?J theme, .r~port, t~erm P~~~e e~~a~i~ Various colors and sizes only $16.
Miz Bear can't damage them. 9* ~tt~~n k"5 ~_1"}gg~~n P
Cant.act Rick at 831 ~2431.
Did you know that you look a*
Anytime- Leave message rf not
lot like Lee Marvin when you 4* Typing in my home. Experienced in ~~Tf;) Also leather goods (purses and
don't have any clothes on?
-'-'- all types of college pap~rs. 50 ce_nts - - · - - - - - - - - - - '""'T double spaced pg. More information Two lovely 4 acre homesites or will
.
..!..!.. call Mrs. Hubley 859-2929.
sell entire 8 acres Just 2 miles north
CAPRICORN:
'""'T
All
lllllll
f FTU
1 k·.
bea tiful Lake
Drain all your vital fluids and4* llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllld.
!lllllll
~ayes. E~~:r1~~t 1';c9ationuforfaculty
replace them with orange juice.*
VVQ
with riding horses. Phone after 6
'The Florida Citrus Growers..!.?_
.
p.m.831-2947.
Assn. assures us (using the royal ?J lll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllD ----------~, ,
f
-'-'- Grrl to share travel expenses to & Need a dependable vintage
we) (royalty always re ers to ?'i" from Kansas City Mo. Travel in my Morris-Minor? Body and
itself collectively) (so do editors) 4* car on June 9. Contact Dee at Ext. mechanicals excellent $250. Call
(that's because they have fleas)
2766.
. 568-2393 Eves.
that such medical methods ":'ill* lllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllH•IUllllllHRlllllllllllll _E_m_e_r_s_o_n_S_t_e-re_o_C_o_m_p_o_n-en_t_'s
make us feel better and ?ve-'-'-...
AM/FM receiver, BSR record
shorter, a consummation ?J
changer with cueing control, 8-track
devoutly to be wished. (P.S.
RIHlllRlnonRI mllllJllDllDllllllDllDDUIUllllllllllllllr tape player Repossession special. 1
There is a love-bug doing-'-'- Summer jobs with international only floorsampl~. 8-track_ home tape
player $64
Musrc 1039 N.
somethmg
to one o f your front.!.?- corp. in Fall, remain pa rt-t·1me. c a II Orang~,
Ori~.Actron
423 _38 10 after 2 p.m.
teeth. It really does look funny.) ?J 841-3797 after 5 p.m.

4*

TRANSCRIBING MACHINE
OPERATOR
SHORTHAND SECRETARY
TYPIST
KEYPUNCH/KEYTAPE
OPERATORS
GENERAL OFFICE
*VIRGO:
{+ Resspe normanse bont.oon. FILE CLERK
*

persona/
llllllllllllllllllllllllOIDIJllllllflll IIDlmtnlfJTI

+r

*

*

11111111111111111111mu11111 Truck driver.;, warehouse, laborers,

rumn

ir

*
*

+r

n n

Jll
plans to disrupt the entire
MalestudentneedsridetoNewYork
school. That song he is humming
City or vicinity. Would like to lea~e
is "We will overcome," frog* between June 2 and June 1~. Will
style (Where would all the warts* share traveling costs, call Rick at
be,
it wasn't for us frogs? 9* 277-59 o3 or leave message.
What could the children play-'-'- Both M. Hall an~ 'Presi?ent Nixon
with, if not for us and dogs? We?J want peace. I believe f':Jixor:i knows
will undercome
we will
more about th~ world situa{~on ~~Pn
undereome how ~ we the-'-'-. M. Hall does. 1 EyoEuLagEreCe,T enT He E
·
•
?J PRESIDENT!JohnGholdston.
me to
R master
warts, help but-'-'undercome?) (Reprinted by?'i"
.
.
Popular Mechenicas) (Summer4* LO_ST:_ Ma~ SiamP1se cat t 1 ~
re-runs, already?)
* ~t~~:~~~d~f 27t.'°Xf25.ease con ac

*For May 42, 19.

Fold back your ears and hold
your breath. Withdraw your
..!.1.- fingernails and inhale your eyes.
~Paint your knuckles and shave
l"'i"" your nose Buy three quarts of
..!.1.•
l"'i"" dew drops and wash your beard.
Schmoo. You'd do it. wouldn't
*you. 1'11 bet you believe
..!.1.- everything you believe, don't
l"'i"" you. Did you know t?at one o~t
*of every twelve babies born m
* this country today is of
..!.1.- questionable parentage? Did you
l"'i""
b t l?
* know you were num er we ve ·
Freebe.
*
*AQUARIUS:
*
I s~ggest that you consult the
{+psychic powers that rule the
dimensional inner space. Therein
*lies the truth of all the universe,
and the answers to the Physics
test next week. You won't pass
* anyway, and it might make an
..!.1.- interesting excuse to the prof as
}: to why you flunked. It's a
L"'i" thought.

nm

i •full 12 oz. beer for 15 ceot.

on.-Fri. 4-6.

'
We have many full and part-time openings during your summer vacation. WALT DISNEY WORLD is a small world made up of people. Apply
now for your job in June. Minimum age seventeen years.
For more information, contact your placement office or the WALT
DISNEY WORLD Employment Center, near the intersection of 1-4 and
SR 535, 15 miles southwest of Orlando or call (305) 828-3131.

Walt IV)iSney World

